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The A-F grading system was not designed with the vision of college and career readiness in mind. A next generation accountability system is needed to ensure that all students are college and career ready upon graduation from an Oklahoma high school. Next generation accountability requires a more holistic assessment of school performance, including detailed and disaggregated information about student test performance and graduation rates in addition to relevant data about school resources and processes that affect student outcomes. The Educational Quality and Improvement Profile (EQuIP) is proposed as an improvement to A-F School Report Cards. EQuIP provides comprehensive descriptions of schools’ resources, processes, and outcomes in order to facilitate school-led improvement, district decision-making, and—where necessary—state intervention.

**PART ONE: EVALUATION OF A-F GRADES**

A-F School Grades have at least four major limitations:

1. They are not achieving the results that were hoped for. We find declines in math and reading scores for a cohort of students from 2012-2014.

2. A-F Grades do not align with Oklahoma’s goal of producing college and career ready graduates. A-F Report Cards do not capture a wide range of the deeper learning competencies necessary for college and career readiness.

3. A-F Grades are not transparent. Student performance differences, achievement gaps, and growth within schools are often missed.

4. A-F Grades do not explain school performance. With only outcome data, schools lack vital improvement information about their resources and processes.

**PART TWO: PRINCIPLES AND FRAMEWORK FOR NEXT GENERATION ACCOUNTABILITY**

Next generation accountability is governed by three principles:

1. **Shared Accountability.** Responsibility for school success is distributed.

2. **Adaptive Improvement.** Take schools where they are and move them forward.

3. **Informational Significance.** Put relevant and useful information in front of responsible actors.

In keeping with these principles, next generation accountability features a two-stage framework. In **Stage One**, the design places emphasis on providing schools with useful information for their own improvement decisions; **Stage One** requires a process that is more formative than summative. **Stage Two** is aggressive and takes seriously the need to identify and transform schools in catastrophic failure. Next generation accountability requires a significant shift in resource allocation at the OSDE, putting in place a support infrastructure capable of serving the developmental and resource needs of schools across the State.
PART THREE: AN EDUCATIONAL QUALITY AND IMPROVEMENT PROFILE (EQuIP)

The Educational Quality and Improvement Profile provides accountability information to determine how well students are meeting deeper learning and college and career ready standards, and improvement information to better understand potential reasons for observed outcomes. Six guidelines govern how data are reported:

1. Outcome indicators should report achievement differences by student subgroups and changes in student performance over time.

2. Outcome indicators should be capable of identifying focus schools, priority schools, and reward schools consistent with criteria set for federal waiver requirements.

3. Process and resource indicators should be scientifically defensible and tap conditions, attitudes, structures, and behaviors that can advance the goals of deeper learning and college and career readiness.

4. Indicators should be collected with appropriate frequency and minimal disruption to the learning process.

5. Indicators and measurement methods should have substantial evidence to support their validity and reliability.

6. Indicators and measurement methods should change over time in response to the continuous evaluation and improvement of Oklahoma’s school accountability framework.

EQuIP examples are included in this section.

PART FOUR: DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING NEXT GENERATION ACCOUNTABILITY

A variety of policy reforms at the state and local level will serve to advance the goal of college and career readiness. There are three broad categories of policy change:

1. Accountability Policy. A-F Report Cards should be replaced by the EQuIP. EQuIP reports multiple indicators of college and career readiness and deeper learning, with evidence that clearly captures changes in performance and capacity over time.

2. Alignment of Standards, Assessments, and Accountability. In order to prepare students for college and careers, Oklahoma needs both curriculum and standards that are aligned with deeper learning. Measuring progress toward these standards requires a new, coordinated system of multiple assessments, both formative and summative.

3. Capacity Building. State, district, and school leaders must create a system-wide culture grounded in “learning to improve.” This requires the development of strong pedagogical data literacy skills. Resources should be prioritized for sustaining ongoing improvement. Educator labor market policy may need adjustment to support the above elements.
This report responds to a request from the Oklahoma State Department of Education for a thorough review of the Oklahoma A-F School Report Cards by The Oklahoma Center for Education Policy at OU and the Center for Educational Research and Evaluation at OSU pursuant to HB 1823. The centers have been asked to propose improvements to all components of Oklahoma’s A-F school grade reports. The policy team shares the legislature’s desire that any proposed changes to the accountability metrics have the effect of producing clear, credible, and meaningful information, salient to achieving the goal that all children will graduate from high school college and career ready by 2020 (OSDE, 2015).

We write this report when considerable evidence shows an educational system limping and sputtering under test-based accountability. Nationally, as well as locally, student achievement is not at a level where it needs to be and achievement gaps remain entrenched problems (Mintrop & Sunderman, 2009; National Center for Educational Statistics, 2013). New challenges lurk as well. Results on the international PISA exam, an assessment measuring deeper learning competencies, show no gains during the past decade in math, reading, and science scores for US 15 year olds. Moreover, US students have lower average performance on test questions requiring creative thinking, problem solving, and knowledge application (OECD, 2014). The challenges confronting schools are great, and when considered alongside expectations of deeper learning and college and career readiness, it becomes even more urgent that we reconsider the function and use of school accountability.

Accountability, as the name implies, is about accounting and responsibility. Oklahoma citizens want an education system that supports the growth and future vitality of their economy. But, outcome information, especially when it is the product of multiple causes and influences, cannot explain how and why schools are performing as they are, and who or what must change when improvement is needed. Whatever changes are made in the accountability system, they should produce significant information enabling an understanding of school performance and suggesting action by appropriate actors, be they legislators, school boards, school leaders, teachers, or parents. A richer spectrum of indicators, well beyond a summary of annual test performance, seems essential to account for performance transparently and assign responsibility for improvement (Hargreaves & Fullan, 2012; Harris, 2011; Mourshed, Chijoke, & Barber, 2010). The right accountability system can, as Darling-Hammond and colleagues argue, “raise the bar of expectations…and trigger the intelligent investments and change strategies that make it possible to achieve these expectations” (2014, p. 4).

What seems clear is that accountability systems reliant on regulatory compliance, such as NCLB and Oklahoma’s A-F approach, are insufficient, even for achieving a myopic vision of test score improvement. That evidence is plentiful. More daunting still, the challenge for next generation accountability is aimed at an even loftier goal—universal college and career readiness—a goal the current system was not designed to achieve. So what is the “right accountability system” for Oklahoma now? The purpose of this report is to explore the new goal and imagine an accountability approach suited to the task and the education landscape of our State. To achieve at this higher level, next generation accountability must embrace a wider vision, distribute credible performance information, and build support infrastructure, all the while and most importantly, eliciting the assent, support, and enthusiasm of citizens and educators.
PART ONE: EVALUATION OF A-F GRADES

The implicit theory of action behind A-F grades derives from a belief that public reporting of student performance using a single, summary indicator can motivate schools to raise student test scores. By this logic, improvement originates from external pressure associated with consequences of school grades. Whether or not the use of A-F grades leads to higher achievement remains an open question that we take up in this section. The findings do not justify unequivocal claims about the effectiveness of the A-F accountability system, but the evidence does reveal consequential patterns in student achievement during the past three years.

“Any [school] grade or index hides most of the information you need to have to improve.”
Linda Darling-Hammond, commenting on "Next Generation School Accountability"
“...those responsible for developing or implementing test-based accountability systems often assert that these systems will lead to specific outcomes, such as increased educator motivation or improved achievement; these assertions should also be supported by evidence.”

(AERA, APA, NCME, 2014, p. 206)

Figure 1 reports three-year growth rates for OCCT math and reading exams by 2012 school grade and Free or Reduced Lunch (FRL status). The bars are set at 0 for no growth and extend upward for average gains and downward for average declines. The blue line is for math and the orange is for reading. Given the resources, time, pressure, and costs associated with the A-F system, we would expect to see bars trending upward at a level to reflect significant gains in reading and math achievement. Keep in mind that scale scores range from 400-990 with a standard deviation around 90 points. We do not find any meaningful gains in student achievement between 2012-2014. Instead of average “growth,” achievement has declined for students in each letter grade category. In A and B schools, math and reading scores declined for Non-FRL and FRL students. In C schools, Non-FRL and FRL students had average declines in math, whereas in reading FRL students dropped and Non-FRL basically held steady. The only nominal gains for both Non-FRL and FRL students were in reading for D schools, and even here gains are so small they do not equal a difference of one question correct on a fifty-item test. The most troubling finding is that Non-FRL and FRL students in F schools had the largest average drops in test scores even though these students had the greatest room for growth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A Schools Non-FRL</th>
<th>A Schools FRL</th>
<th>B Schools Non-FRL</th>
<th>B Schools FRL</th>
<th>C Schools Non-FRL</th>
<th>C Schools FRL</th>
<th>D Schools Non-FRL</th>
<th>D Schools FRL</th>
<th>F Schools Non-FRL</th>
<th>F Schools FRL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Math Growth Rate</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>-1.12</td>
<td>-3.63</td>
<td>-1.11</td>
<td>-3.62</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>-2.07</td>
<td>-10.71</td>
<td>-13.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Growth Rate</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>-4.4</td>
<td>-0.71</td>
<td>-3.64</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-2.53</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-8.43</td>
<td>-11.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Three-year growth rate in math and reading by 2011-2012 school grade and free-and-reduced lunch (FRL) status.
Drops in test scores are also reflected in stagnant and declining achievement trends across the three testing periods. As seen in Figures 2 and 3, reading and math test scores trended downward for students who were in A and B schools in 2012. Reading scores for students in C schools remained flat, but math scores for these students had a slight downward trend. Students in D schools had a slight positive trend in reading, but their math scores remained flat. Students in F schools stand out for the largest decline in test scores. The achievement difference increased for students in F schools even as test scores declined for students in schools with better grades.

Figure 2: 2012-2014 achievement growth in reading by 2011-2012 school grade

Figure 3: 2012-2014 achievement growth in math by 2011-2012 school grade

TO CONCLUDE

Flat or declining test scores are remarkable findings given the time, money, and emphasis devoted to preparing students to pass State tests. With considerable attention to the goal of improving test scores, we would expect to find modest gains following the implementation of the A-F accountability system (Koretz & Hamilton, 2006). Practices such as coaching, use of practice tests, curriculum realignment, and focusing attention on borderline test-takers are common responses to the demands of high stakes testing and tend to artificially inflate test scores without producing real gains in learning (Koretz & Hamilton, 2006). The lack of improvement in test scores suggests actual achievement decline may be greater than that measured by the tests and calls into question the validity of the motivational premise of the A-F accountability system. Stagnant and declining performance on tests of low-level knowledge and skills does not evoke confidence that the A-F grading system, as the cornerstone of Oklahoma’s current accountability approach, can help schools reach standards well beyond mere proficiency.

In contrast with the theory of action implicit in Oklahoma’s A-F system, an alternative approach, derived from credible research, indicates that information used in the service of quality improvement is most effective when it fuels knowledge creation and capacity building (Deming, 2000; Langley et al., 2009). This approach addresses a pervasive problem throughout the educational system—that a lack of knowledge on what and how to improve has diminished the capacity of schools and school systems to produce better outcomes reliably at scale (Bryk et al., 2015). Responding to this problem, accountability systems need to provide clear and relevant information by which accurate knowledge about school outcomes, and the factors behind the measured results, can be generated (Rothstein, Jacobson, & Wilder, 2008). Limitations of A-F grades, however, make inferences about school and student progress toward college and career ready standards invalid.
LIMITATION ONE: A LARGE CONCEPTUAL GAP BETWEEN A-F GRADES AND COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS

It is in the public interest to know what conclusions can be reasonably and accurately drawn from an A-F grade. With respect to the vision of college and career readiness, A-F grades exclude most of the relevant knowledge and skills associated with the concept. College and career readiness includes traits, dispositions, skills, knowledge, and competencies not measured by the low-level cognitive tests that make up the State’s curricular assessments.

A call for college and career ready graduates is a call for deeper learning (National Research Council, 2012). The National Research Council (2012) defines deeper learning as the ability to transfer knowledge and skills learned in one context to new situations, complex problems, and non-routine tasks. Deeper learning outcomes, which are distinct, yet related to processes, include diverse cognitive, intrapersonal, and interpersonal competencies that guide human thinking and adaptive behavior. College and career readiness represents deeper learning competencies that high school graduates need for effective functioning in a post-industrial society. These competencies vary some by definitions, but there is general agreement that college and career readiness is observable in mastery of integrated content and ideas, critical thinking and problem solving, creativity and imagination, effective written and oral communication, academic mindsets, and collaboration (Bellanca, 2015).

Accurate inferences about A-F grades depend on alignment between Oklahoma Core Curriculum Tests (OCCT) and End of Instruction (EOI) exams and the cognitive and non-cognitive competencies associated with deeper learning and college and career readiness. The OCCT and EOI exams test a very small subset of the competencies that businesses and colleges look for in graduates (Figure 4). At best, summative school grades may yield information about basic content knowledge and skills, but they fail to capture mastery of concepts and ideas, creativity and imagination, critical thinking and problem solving, interpersonal abilities and effective communication, and learning mindsets.

Accurate inferences about A-F grades depend on alignment between Oklahoma Core Curriculum Tests (OCCT) and End of Instruction (EOI) exams and the cognitive and non-cognitive competencies associated with deeper learning and college and career readiness. The OCCT and EOI exams test a very small subset of the competencies that businesses and colleges look for in graduates (Figure 4). At best, summative school grades may yield information about basic content knowledge and skills, but they fail to capture mastery of concepts and ideas, creativity and imagination, critical thinking and problem solving, interpersonal abilities and effective communication, and learning mindsets.

It is possible for a set of formative and summative assessments to measure competencies of deeper learning and college and career readiness (Conley, 2014), but the assessment system in Oklahoma does not do this. State assessments test mostly low-level cognitive functioning; test questions do not assess how well students can transfer basic knowledge and skills to new situations, problems, or everyday tasks. Knowledge and skills of deeper learning are currently underrepresented. This results in an accountability indicator that does not report on student abilities to think through abstract, complex, and non-routine problems, or to perform investigations of real world tasks that require time to research, problem solve, and process information from multiple sources.

Should we be concerned about an overemphasis of low-level test questions? In short, yes! It is generally the case that what is measured gets taught. Researchers with the Standards Company found that in Oklahoma only a small percentage of assignments in English and math required strategic and extended thinking. In English an average of 2 percent of assignments in elementary schools, 10 percent in middle schools, and 13.5 percent in high schools required strategic and extended thinking. For math, the average percentage was 1 percent in elementary schools, 0.33 percent in middle schools, and 3.5 percent in high schools (Standards, 2008).

Deeper learning and college and career readiness are the right expectations for schools. But in setting this vision, the State has a responsibility to invest in systems that support progress toward higher expectations. Conceptually, A-F grades do not live up to this responsibility. Currently, no valid conclusions about school or student progress toward deeper learning and college and career readiness can be drawn confidently from A-F grades.
LIMITATION TWO: TRANSPARENCY IN REPORTING STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

Transparency in student outcomes is a good thing. A-F grades, however, hide more than they actually reveal about the learning and growth happening in schools. If citizens know only a school’s A-F grade, they are left with an incomplete and distorted picture of school quality and student achievement. We show how this occurs by describing three measurement problems.

1. Grades hide variation in student performance that is needed to understand how all students are progressing. Figure 5 illustrates the problem of judging student performance by the school grade. The graphs compare test score distributions by A-F grades. The blue plot represents student scores within the specific letter grade and the plot is outlined in the orange the spread of scores in the population. Test score variation within letter grades has more in common than what is reasonably expected. Distributions of reading scores in B, C, and D schools are nearly identical. F schools had more low performing students than the population, but arguably, the distribution of reading scores is not much different than that of the population.

With letter grades, we lose sight of the fact that the grade does not reflect the performance of many students within schools. Many students in F and D schools did not perform as poorly as the grade suggests; they had reading scores as high as, and even better than, some students in A and B schools. Additionally, a large percentage of students in A and B schools scored lower than students in B and C schools, and many students in B and C schools scored lower than students in D and F schools. In many cases, judgments about student performance may be accurate, but there is also a high probability that judgments may misrepresent actual student achievement.

2. Grades mask student growth within schools. Because growth represents 50 percent of the composite grade, it is reasonable to assume that a high grade reflects strong student growth and a low grade poor growth. Such assumptions are untenable. When examining the distribution of test scores based on the prior year proficiency category, we do not find much difference in the reading scores across A-F grades.
**Figure 6** is a “box and whiskers plot” of 2014 reading scores by school grade and student proficiency category from the 2013 reading test. The colored boxes represent the interquartile range (i.e., middle 50 percent of scores) for the distribution. That is, the top end of the box is the 75th percentile and the bottom end is the 25th percentile. The line represents the median score. Whiskers account for scores that are beyond the 75th and 25th percentiles, and the symbols are outliers. The purpose of the box and whiskers plot is to show the variability (i.e., spread) of scores for students in A, B, C, D, and F schools. What is remarkable is the lack of differences by 2013 proficiency category in the distributions by A-F school grades.

As evident in the figure, student performance as defined by proficiency categories (i.e., unsatisfactory, limited knowledge, proficient, and advanced) is essentially the same across schools, regardless of school letter grade. That is, the distributions of scores in A schools are nearly the same as distributions in B, C, D, or even F schools.

In other words, students in A and B schools who scored limited knowledge or unsatisfactory were not any more likely to have better 2014 reading scores than limited knowledge and unsatisfactory students in C, D, or F schools. Moreover, students in F and D schools scoring proficient and advanced in 2013 were just as likely to stay above proficiency in 2014 as students in A and B schools. Stated simply, letter grades are incapable of revealing changes in student achievement from one year to the next.

**3. A-F Grades lack transparency in reporting achievement gaps (Figure 7).** Federal regulations require states to account for achievement equity, but achievement gaps are not given any weight in the calculation of Oklahoma’s A-F letter grades. This decision is not without consequence. Notice the large difference in reading scores between FRL and Non-FRL students in A and B schools. For 2012 and 2013, FRL students scored approximately 0.47 standard deviation units lower than non-FRL students. In 2014, this gap increased to 0.54 standard deviation units. This amounts to a difference of approximately 45 scale score units, a sizable difference between these groups.

![Figure 6](image_url)

**Figure 6.** Box plot of 2014 reading scores by 2014 school A-F Grade and 2013 proficiency category

![Figure 7](image_url)

**Figure 7.** Average Achievement gap in A and B schools between 2012-2014
LIMITATION THREE: A-F GRADES DO NOT EXPLAIN SCHOOL PERFORMANCE

An appeal of accountability systems like A-F is that they identify schools in need of state intervention. Low-performing schools do need pressure to improve, but pressure alone does not fix a pattern of distress and dysfunction. Instead, schools need resources, support, and expertise to design and develop changes that have a legitimate chance of enhancing student learning. The improvement problem is not with identifying low-performing schools; it is in knowing what and how to improve (Bryk et al., 2015).

Composed almost exclusively of test score results, A-F grades do not account for the resources and processes behind educational outcomes. The absence of information on factors contributing to healthy and thriving schools leads to misguided assumptions that more often than not add noise and waste to a system already plagued with burdensome mandates and regulations. Educators, policy makers, and the public alike deserve to know about the distribution of resources, processes, and conditions in schools so that improvement can target the likely causes of poor outcomes.

PART ONE CONCLUSION

We set out to determine if A-F grades are capable of supporting efforts to raise the quality of teaching and learning in schools. The evaluation shows that student achievement has not improved under the A-F grading system. Not only have test scores stagnated or declined generally, performance drops have been most severe among low-income students. With a vision of college and career readiness firmly established, we are cynical about the A-F indicator’s capacity to transform a stagnant educational system. The most serious design flaws that need to be addressed are summarized below.

1. There is a large conceptual gap between A-F grades and deeper learning and college and career readiness. The A-F accountability system purports to measure progress toward college and career readiness, but the data used to calculate letter grades do not align with the competencies associated with 21st century skills. Moreover, deeper learning and college and career readiness are multi-dimensional concepts that include a broad set of competencies not currently measured by State assessments. Current curricular standards, assessments, and the A-F accountability system were not designed with deeper learning and college and career ready graduates in mind. Multiple formative and summative indicators are needed to adequately represent the spectrum of competencies that many analysts have identified as essential knowledge and skills for a post-industrial workforce.

2. Letter grades hide achievement differences within schools. Achievement variation is a natural product of teaching and learning. Students differ in their learning and development for numerous reasons. Rather than collapsing variance into categorical rating schemes, educators need to study patterns in variance across many different factors and conditions. A-F grades inhibit the creation of meaningful and useful knowledge by combining multiple assessments into a composite indicator. For instance, we need evidence on achievement equity within and across schools, as well as accurate information about achievement growth for different groups of students. A-F grades do not provide this information.

3. A related problem involves the false assumption that group indicators reflect the performance of individuals within the group. Social scientists refer to this as an ecological fallacy. So for example, an ecological fallacy occurs when we assume that individual students in an F school are failing. The distribution of scores in the previous graphs refute this assumption. Of course, some students in F schools have low test scores, but assuming that a particular student in an F school is failing does not square with evidence. In fact, F schools were just as effective as A schools when accounting for the prior reading achievement of students. There is a great deal to learn about teaching and student progress from variation within schools, but this variation remains hidden to educators and the public.

4. Letter grades obscure achievement growth. Points awarded for moving above proficiency, or remaining in the proficiency categories, mask actual changes in achievement. Letter grades do not report on the progress students below, or above, proficiency made from one year to the next. Further, grades do not report achievement growth by different student characteristics or across subjects. Trend data present better information for understanding actual changes in achievement over time.

5. Test scores do not explain low or high performance. We need good, comprehensive outcome data, but there is a limit to what outcome data reveal about weaknesses in the educational system. Low student performance is the product of numerous factors that are not reflected in aggregated test scores. In no other sector—banking, healthcare, manufacturing—would it be acceptable to make strategic decisions on outcome-only indicators. Yet A-F grades rest on the assumption that policymakers and school leaders can diagnose the effectiveness of schools and the health of the educational system based on a single summative outcome indicator.
PART TWO: 
NEXT GENERATION ACCOUNTABILITY

A NEW GOAL: COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS

The first generation of accountability policies for the State of Oklahoma exposed vast, inequitable differences in student test scores across and within schools. As we have demonstrated, accountability under this policy was not effective at building capacity within school systems to raise achievement and equalize achievement distributions. Greater capacity lies at the heart of quality improvement (Darling-Hammond et al., 2005; Harris, 2011), and with Oklahoma adopting the expectation that by 2020 every student will graduate college and career ready, the next generation of accountability policies should align with this goal.

College and career readiness is a significantly more challenging vision that sets our schools on a path well beyond test score proficiency. This new vision emphasizes both the cognitive and non-cognitive competencies expected for success in a world economy. What kind of accountability framework will facilitate the State’s progress toward this newly identified and specified vision? Three principles derived from the education policy and accountability literature guide the development of next generation accountability.
The principle of shared accountability reminds us that in a complex enterprise such as public education, performance responsibility is distributed across the system’s components (Louis et al., 2010; Darling-Hammond et al., 2014). Whereas the previous framework held schools alone responsible for student test scores, shared accountability recognizes a more fundamental set of student outcomes and identifies the critical contributions of the “whole village” to school effectiveness. So, for example, the governor and legislature are seen as responsible for creating a marketplace in which Oklahoma schools can attract and retain their share of the most talented, appropriately trained, and competent teachers. The State Department of Education is responsible for, among other things, identifying schools that have failed their communities catastrophically and providing support so that children can realize their full potential. The department must also provide the resources, expertise, and know-how to assist schools that need help to achieve the readiness goal. School boards and superintendents share responsibility for maintaining a qualified, competent, and stable teaching corps in all schools, but especially schools serving children from poverty. Principals and teachers are responsible for developing an instructional environment that meets the learning and psychological needs of students. Students and parents are responsible for collaborating and cooperating with teachers and school leaders in the pursuit of realistic but ambitious learning and life goals.

The goal of “shared accountability” is to create an accountability environment in which all participants recognize their obligations and commitments in relation to each other (Sullivan, 2009). In contrast with past accountability models, a shared accountability framework is designed to render a comprehensive account of how each part of the educational system and the system as a whole are performing relative to the vision of college and career readiness. As Darling-Hammond et al., urge “each level of the system should be held accountable for the contributions it must make to produce an effective system” (2014, p. 5).

First generation accountability assumed that districts and schools are alike in their capacity to become effective and attain the goals set by accountability policy. Accountability impact studies have documented that schools vary considerably in their capacity to respond coherently to the demands of external accountability (Shepard, Hannaway, & Baker, 2009). In contrast to high-performing schools which only need to “redirect efforts” in order to improve, low-performing schools may lack resources and expertise to build from the ground up the kind of academic structures needed. Next generation accountability acknowledges that school capacities differ greatly and that a one-dimensional continuum derived from student test results does not effectively describe school quality and capacity, explain performance, or identify targets for improvement. Embracing the concept of adaptive improvement necessitates a system that is flexible and responsive to particular school conditions, fitting interventions to the specific challenges.

Adaptive improvement acknowledges that schools are in different places on their paths to effectiveness and that without essential resources and appropriate processes in place, schools will be unable to achieve even modest goals. A school lacking stable, quality leadership and teaching staff, for example, is at a different improvement stage than one whose teachers are experienced and have worked together successfully over time. It follows that schools have different information and resource needs, and their abilities to respond to and benefit from an accountability framework are different. Thus, the State’s approach to working with schools is contingent on their current assessed conditions and their need for support, expert assistance, and other resources.
What is sought in next generation accountability systems is ambitious and includes collecting and distributing significant information salient to the work and interests of all stakeholders. A broad palate of functionally significant indicators replacing a single composite indicator is likely to be regarded as informational rather than controlling, thereby motivating stakeholders to action (Ryan & Deci, 2002). As Darling-Hammond and colleagues note:

_In a new system of accountability, multiple measures, coupled with thoughtful systems of judgment, should be used to inform decision making at each level. Transparency in providing information to the public and to educators and policymakers is a key aspect of the new accountability. Like businesses that use a dashboard of measures to provide a comprehensive picture of performance, we need a dashboard of indicators to inform key decisions . . . . Full and timely reporting of a wide array of information to parents and community is a basic element of accountability_ (Darling-Hammond et al., 2014, p. 7).

The information system designed to service next generation accountability should recognize the dual reporting needs of compliance with federal mandates and the particular improvement needs of Oklahoma’s schools. It should also address the different information needs of State, district, school site leadership, teachers, and parents. Information about resources, processes, and a variety of outcomes can enable sense-making by legislators who allocate school resources, by local school boards that develop school policy, by principals and teachers who design and adapt the instructional environment to fit local conditions, and by parents who want to make good choices for their children. However, it should be clear that the shape and “granularity” of information of interest to the OSDE will be different from that of classroom teachers whose interests will be, by comparison, fine-grained. Next generation accountability focuses especially on shaping school improvement and movement toward the State’s goals of deeper learning and college and career readiness for all graduates by making available relevant and useful information to those groups and individuals working to make Oklahoma’s schools effective.
A NEW PARADIGM

Next generation accountability sets out to move beyond schooling “in which no child is left behind” to a system in which “children are healthy and thriving.” This is a policy sea change—a focal shift from compliance with external mandates to strengthening schools and empowering the pursuit of standards for educational excellence. It shifts the task from test score gains to fostering an environment characterized by deeper learning, a condition foundational to the goal of college and career readiness (National Research Council, 2012). The framework casts a broad, inclusive net in recognizing those who share responsibility for building Oklahoma’s capacity to achieve these lofty goals. It replaces a summative judgment of school performance rendered as a single indicator with multiple, summative and formative indicators delivered as comprehensive school profiles. Adaptive interventions replace one-size-fits-all approaches, with the intent of assuring a high-quality, stable faculty for every school. Table 1 summarizes differences between these two accountability frameworks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIRST GENERATION ACCOUNTABILITY FRAMEWORK</th>
<th>NEXT GENERATION ACCOUNTABILITY FRAMEWORK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Child Left Behind</td>
<td>All children healthy and thriving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on improving test scores</td>
<td>Focus on fostering deeper learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance to meet proficiency standards</td>
<td>Capacity building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools accountable to State</td>
<td>Shared accountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summative emphasis</td>
<td>Formative emphasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single composite indicator of student performance</td>
<td>Multiple indicators of whole system performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-size-fits-all interventions</td>
<td>Adaptive interventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace teachers and leaders</td>
<td>Retain and support quality teachers and leaders</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Contrasting first and next generation accountability
A TWO-STAGE FRAMEWORK

Consistent with the statutory directives of the Oklahoma legislature and policies adopted by the Oklahoma State Department of Education, next generation accountability has two primary stages and objectives. The second objective is embedded within the first but has a unique and precise function.

- **Objective one** is intended to provide all State schools with useful, longitudinal information profiles that monitor and inform each school’s journey toward deeper learning and the goal of universal college and career readiness. The framework joins inextricably the provision of significant information to an enhanced support infrastructure, matching resources, expertise, and other supports to the developmental needs of schools and districts.

- **Objective two** is narrowly focused on the identification of schools in need of fundamental change to disrupt enduring patterns of failure and managing a mandatory process for infusing resources, expertise, and extended support as needed to see changes through to success.
STAGE ONE ACCOUNTABILITY

The central goals of deeper learning and college and career readiness are the foundation of this formative stage and constitute the Oklahoma State Department of Education’s (OSDE) premier work focus. This stage has the State providing every school and school district with timely, longitudinal information about the quality of school resources, processes, and outcomes. Newly conceptualized and designed school profiles will enable education stakeholders to see clearly how student groups are performing over time on measures of deeper learning and college and career readiness. But equally important, the profiles gauge key school and community resources and processes, enabling explanations for school outcomes. System-wide indicators spotlight weaknesses as well as suggest responsibility for action. Stage One will undoubtedly require OSDE to broaden the scope of the existing school support office and create an infrastructure that expands and enhances the expert support team assisting schools. As designed, then, a school’s progress toward the foundational goals of deeper learning and college and career readiness will be the overarching criterion against which schools will judge their own performance and plan their development.

Thoughtful design of school profiles will empower citizens and school professionals alike to discern a school’s strengths and weaknesses, and at the same time discourage the simplistic interpretation of school outcome measures. Transparency in reporting school conditions and effectiveness is achieved by displaying multiple indicators of significant information that can be understood and interpreted by all school stakeholders. In concert with the State’s information gathering process, schools and districts will be encouraged to collect additional information of their choosing that is relevant to their particular needs for explaining and planning school improvement. Under Stage One, local schools are asked to take ownership of the school improvement process, including understanding their particular challenges and managing their unique improvement journey. The OSDE is on call to provide prompt and expert assistance and support when it is requested by any school in the State.

STAGE TWO ACCOUNTABILITY

The second stage of next generation accountability is designed to identify schools whose performance lags seriously over time and whose efforts appear unable to reverse a trajectory of failure. This stage is responsive to federal guidelines calling for the identification of focus and priority schools so that urgent interventions can address unacceptable outcomes. It also is the basis of reporting objective measures of student outcomes in clear, concise, and easily understood indicators so that educators and the public alike can accurately judge student progress toward deeper learning and college and career ready standards. Data reporting will comply with criteria established by the OSDE to report school progress toward Annual Measurable Objectives (AMOs).

The Stage Two identification process is set in motion by a longitudinal record of underperformance on key student outcomes together with a pattern of resource instability. The OSDE will oversee an investigatory process that includes participation of community and school representatives. The rich profile of longitudinal system indicators reported to schools for Stage One simultaneously provides significant information needed by the OSDE to make a determination of catastrophic failure. The profile of system resources, process, and outcomes made available to failing schools provides the basis for designing appropriate interventions fitted to the specific problems and needs of the school. The objective of the intervention, in cases of serious malfunction, is to take prompt action of sufficient scope and intensity to reset the school on a path to heightened performance. This process requires coherence and persistence, two conditions often in short supply in school reform (Bryk et al., 2015; Peurach & Neumerski, 2015).
How will next generation accountability change the mindset and approach used in Oklahoma to address school failure and stimulate unprecedented commitment to educational excellence across the State? The shift from a preoccupation with failure to success is not merely a semantic one; instead, it directs the system and its momentum away from deficits and toward assets in the form of school capacities that enable deeper learning and ultimately college and career readiness. A focus on capacity building simultaneously reveals the importance of resources and processes, as it sorts out responsibility for marshaling these in the service of school improvement (Forsyth & Tallerico, 1998). It is a vision of thriving schools rather than a vision of failure avoidance.

Figure 8 is a conceptual map of school function. The systems model depicts outcomes as a consequence of the quality of resources together with the quality of school processes. Resource and process elements are defined as a set of critical capacities that ultimately focus instruction on the knowledge, skills, and dispositions that ready students for the workforce or advanced learning. When school outcomes are judged unsatisfactory, the model and its constituent capacities enable stakeholders to identify, explain, and target needed change.

Thus, while deeper learning and college and career readiness are ultimate goals, they also provide direction for capacity-building throughout the system. Policy makers, local school professionals, and all public education stakeholders have a more precise understanding of what needs to be done. An accountability system “must attend to the inputs, processes, and outcomes that produce student learning: In other words, it must build capacity to offer high-quality education, while holding educators accountable for providing such education” (Darling-Hammond et al., 2014, p. 6).

If a fundamental goal for the public school system is college and career readiness, the logic of a systems approach urges that school resources and processes align with the deeper learning needed to participate effectively in the emerging economy. The commitment to a goal of college and career ready graduates requires embracing a public education system characterized by deeper learning. It means that, at every level and for all decision-makers, criteria grounded in this commitment will shape decisions about the resources and processes responsible for school performance.
DEFINING THE CONCEPTS

In this section, we define the concepts included in the accountability framework before discussing in detail its proposed function. An abbreviated description of each concept may be found in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESOURCES</th>
<th>ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY</th>
<th>School resources that are foundational to the development and maintenance of high quality teaching and learning.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOME/COMMUNITY CAPACITY</td>
<td>The social and material supports that surround children and describe relative opportunity that varies across families and communities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCESSES</td>
<td>INSTRUCTIONAL CAPACITY</td>
<td>The ability and readiness of the school’s teaching corps to design and deliver appropriate, challenging, and goal related instruction to all students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LEARNING CAPACITY</td>
<td>The ability and readiness of the school’s student cohorts to engage in the work of mastering the knowledge, skills, and dispositions necessary for college and career readiness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTCOMES</td>
<td>DEEPER LEARNING</td>
<td>The ability to transfer knowledge and skills developed in one setting to new situations, contexts, and problems through a set of cognitive, intrapersonal, and interpersonal competencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COLLEGE &amp; CAREER READINESS</td>
<td>The preparation of high school graduates to enter a career, extended training, or specialized education without need for remediation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Key concepts in next generation accountability.

ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY

Organizational capacity is the first of two resource capacities included in the framework. It is defined as school resources that are foundational to the development and maintenance of high quality teaching and learning. The stability and quality of a school’s faculty is an example of organizational capacity whose importance is well documented (Ronfeldt, Loeb, & Wyckoff, 2013; Hanushek, Kain, O’Brien, & Rivkin, 2005; Ingersoll, 2001). It seems necessary that organizational capacity be established at some minimal threshold before process capacities can effectively be developed and deployed. Thus, for example, some level of teacher corps stability must be achieved before a school can enact an effective instructional program matched to the needs of its students. Without a critical level of teacher corps stability, the shared organizational learning, social capital, specialized skills, and understandings about what works here are lost each year, requiring the rebuilding of the school’s functional infrastructure.

Responsibility for the adequacy of organizational capacity resides not solely in the school and its staff. Building these capacities clearly requires the active support and cooperation of state leaders, the local civic community, the local school board, and the superintendent, among others. Indicators of capacity and performance at the state and local levels should help determine if the threshold is met and whether or not a school is ready to enact a sustaining and effective instructional program directed at college and career readiness.
HOME AND COMMUNITY CAPACITY

This capacity is composed of the social and material support that surrounds children, and describes relative opportunity that varies across families and communities. The importance of this capacity for school success and the life chances of children is documented by overwhelming scientific evidence: “…all educational efforts that focus on classrooms and schools…could be reversed by family, could be negated by neighborhoods, and might well be subverted or minimized by what happens to children outside of school” (Berliner, 2006, p. 951). Generally, schools have not excelled at developing this capacity, especially in high poverty communities. Nevertheless, these environmental factors and resources, while often not under the school’s control, need to be considered for their potential moderating influences. Therefore, a framework for school effectiveness and accountability ought to attend to, measure, and incorporate these factors (Hopson, 2014; Horsford & Sampson, 2014). Understanding family, neighborhood, and community capacity is central to sound educational policy and is a key to school improvement.

INSTRUCTIONAL CAPACITY

Instructional capacity is defined as the ability and readiness of the school’s teaching corps to design and deliver appropriate, challenging, and goal-related instruction to all students. Instructional capacity is concerned with proximal features of the teaching corps quite directly relevant to instruction, such as its affective climate, a coherent instructional program, and the health of principal-faculty relations. Equally important, instructional capacity also explores the levels of teacher opportunity for instructional development, collaboration, and various supports in place to foster deeper learning and instructional vitality. “Deeper learning” will be the consequence of “deeper learning opportunities;” rising to this challenge is the work of the teaching staff in every Oklahoma school.

LEARNING CAPACITY

Learning capacity is defined as the ability and readiness of the school’s student cohorts to engage in the work of mastering the knowledge, skills, and dispositions necessary for college and career readiness. This view of students is concerned with capacity and characteristics that are malleable within the school’s process. Understanding the current quality of a school’s learning capacity is essential for knowing how to ignite student motivation, curiosity, and engagement. Indicators of student affect and perception such as the teacher-student trust relationship is key, as is knowledge about the extent to which the school promotes a self-regulatory climate (Adams, Forsyth, Dollarhide, Miskell, & Ware, 2015; Schunk & Zimmerman, 2008). Armed with these understandings, the school’s staff can work to enhance school learning capacity while adjusting the instructional system to meet them where they are.
Deeper learning and college and career readiness

Deeper learning has both a process and outcome component. Deeper learning processes reflect the act of transferring knowledge and skills developed in one setting to new situations, contexts, and problems (National Research Council, 2012). Outcomes consist of cognitive, intrapersonal, and interpersonal competencies that individuals draw on in a particular way depending on the circumstance. The three competency domains are foundational, and interconnected, to human development and growth. They also reflect malleable aptitudes, traits, and characteristics that are influenced by an individual’s social surroundings and experiences.

The cognitive domain accounts for thinking and related cognitive processes like reasoning, synthesizing, evaluating, problem solving, encoding, and retrieving information. Both content knowledge and procedural knowledge (how to apply knowledge) associated with different disciplines fall within the cognitive domain—so, too, do more advanced cognitive processes and strategies such as synthesizing and evaluating information, analyzing data, reasoning and argumentation, drawing conclusions, and problem identification and problem solving. The intrapersonal domain includes malleable emotions, feelings, and personality traits that activate human behavior and lead to high adaptive functioning. Intrapersonal competencies are embodied in individual characteristics and mindsets that align with the big five personality traits of conscientiousness, openness to experience, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism. The interpersonal domain includes malleable social competencies that facilitate both knowledge acquisition and transfer. Characteristics include, among others, the ability to communicate and collaborate, trust, empathy, conflict management, leadership, social awareness, and leadership.

The State of Oklahoma has determined that the goal of its public school system is effectively to ready its graduates for advanced education or careers. The ultimate indisputable indicators of college and career readiness are admission to and progress in advanced education or appropriate and sustained employment. Such indicators need to report the degree to which students do not simply graduate high school, but are graduating with knowledge and skills for an effective transition to post-secondary opportunities. The exit indicators of graduation rates, ACT scores, and post-secondary enrollment are the final evidence warranting claims of college and career readiness.
Building on conceptual inadequacies and technical difficulties found in Oklahoma’s current school accountability approach, Part Two seeks to justify a paradigm shift by introducing a set of goals much more ambitious than raising test scores. What is identified as “next generation accountability” commits the State and its public education system to instruction that produces “deeper learning” and high school graduation standards that are aligned with the emerging world economy and readying Oklahoma’s graduates for advanced training or careers.

Three principles are derived from the accountability, organizational, and school reform literatures to guide the design of a system focused on these goals. (1) Shared Accountability emphasizes the recognition that responsibility for school improvement is distributed widely across the State’s institutions, professionals, and citizens. (2) The principle of Adaptive Improvement recognizes that any accountability system should account for differences in the capacities of Oklahoma’s schools to pursue standards reflective of 21st century skills and competencies. (3) The principle of Informational Significance points to relative merits of information that informs knowledge of practice more than it seeks to control outcomes.

A two-stage systems framework is proposed as fitting the design needs for Oklahoma’s school accountability commitment. In Stage One, the design places emphasis on shepherding all public schools toward the dual goals referred to above. This shift requires a process that is more formative than summative; whereas, Stage Two is aggressive and takes seriously the need to identify and transform schools in catastrophic failure. Next generation accountability requires a significant shift in resource allocation at the OSDE, putting in place a support infrastructure capable of serving the developmental and resource needs of schools across the State.

Both stages depend on a view of schools as systems whose outcomes are results of the quality of their resources and processes. Primary resources are conceptualized as a school’s organizational and home/community capacities. Essential school processes are conceptualized as instructional and learning capacities. Indicators of these capacities, we argue, will empower stakeholders at all levels, from the legislature to parents, to understand the meaning of school outcomes and to design and implement effective interventions. A set of summative indicators, together with capacity indicators, will enable the State to identify with confidence those schools in need of expert support and additional resources.
“At the end of the day, the argument of the Next Generation School Accountability system is that students will graduate from high school college and career ready, and, most importantly, they will be deep learners capable of critical and creative thinking. This is the foundation of an economically vibrant Oklahoma because in the new technology-driven, demand economy, higher order skills and the disposition to innovate will separate those who succeed from those who are likely to flounder.”

-Peter W. Cookson, Jr., Georgetown University
Consistent with the information needs of next generation accountability, we have developed and propose for consideration an Educational Quality and Improvement Profile (EQuIP). EQuIP is envisioned as both an accountability and a school improvement tool. It provides accountability indicators of student performance, as well as resource and process indicators that are related to school outcomes. On the accountability side, EQuIP establishes a level of transparency in reporting student outcomes far exceeding A-F or any summative index. It presents accurate and clear accountability information on deeper learning and college and career readiness, tracks changes in achievement gaps, and reports student growth. On the improvement side, it points to conditions and resources in schools that need to change for observed outcomes to improve.
EQuIP IS COMMITTED TO THE FOLLOWING MEASUREMENT
GUIDELINES:

1) Outcome indicators should report achievement
differences by student subgroups and changes in
student performance over time.

2) Outcome indicators should enable the identification
of focus schools, priority schools, and reward
schools consistent with criteria set for federal waiver
requirements.

3) Process and resource indicators should be
scientifically defensible and measure conditions,
attitudes, structures, and behaviors.

4) Indicators should be assessed with appropriate
frequency and minimal disruption.

5) Credible scientific evidence substantiating the validity
and reliability of measures should be clearly reported.

6) Indicators and measurement methods should change
over time in response to the continuous evaluation and
needs of Oklahoma’s school accountability framework.

The EQuIP profile begins with accountability indicators so
that educators and the public can judge how well schools are
moving students toward proficiency of deeper learning and
college and career ready standards. Formative indicators of
student non-cognitive skills and attributes follow accountability
data. Process and resource indicators round out the profile,
providing additional evidence to help state, community, and
school leaders make meaning of the observed outcomes.
Accountability indicators for elementary and middle schools align with the method used by the State to report school progress toward Annual Measureable Objectives (AMOs). Indicators come from student test scores on state curricular exams. Use of student test scores for accountability purposes requires an assessment system of sufficient rigor to measure student mastery of concepts and ideas, critical thinking and problem solving, creativity and imagination, and effective communication. The Oklahoma State Department of Education should consult with leading experts in this area to identify and adopt an assessment system that measures the competencies of deeper learning and college and career readiness (e.g., OECD; RAND; the National Center for Research on Evaluation, Standards, and Student Testing; and Stanford Center for Opportunity Policy in Education).

Assuming cognitively rigorous curricular assessments, EQuIP lays out a comprehensive profile of school progress toward deeper learning standards by reporting student performance, student growth, and achievement gaps in concise and easy to understand descriptive graphs. Raw, descriptive data do not distort student outcomes by combining multiple data points into an index whose meaning is opaque (Adams et al., 2013). A rich school profile enables educators, policy makers, and the public to determine definitively if a school’s students are achieving proficiency standards.

Figure 9 presents an example accountability page for an elementary/middle school. Notice how student achievement on State exams is presented in easy-to-understand bar graphs that show the percentage of students scoring in each proficiency category.1 Contrast this with A-F. A-F grades hide this information in a formula that masks the actual proficiency distribution of students. With EQuIP, educators and the public know the actual percentage of students scoring advanced, proficient, limited knowledge, or unsatisfactory. EQuIP also provides the AMO target for 2020.

Pie graphs are used to display data on student growth. For elementary schools, graphs report the change in reading and math proficiency scores for a cohort of students from 3rd grade to 5th grade. The graphs describe the percentage of students who remained in proficiency, dropped out of proficiency, rose to proficiency, or never met proficiency. In middle schools, growth reflects changes in proficiency categories from 6th grade to 8th grade. Calculations can be easily adjusted to fit different grade spans for elementary and middle/junior high schools. With A-F grades, it is not clear what proportion of students moved, in either direction, across proficiency bands. The formula hides this information from the public. In contrast, EQuIP makes known achievement changes, enabling discernments about the progress of lower and higher performing students alike.

Line graphs are used to track five-year trends in achievement gaps. EQuIP displays changes in average achievement for subgroups with 30 or more students, as well as changes in achievement gaps. This allows schools and the public to track, longitudinally, gains or losses in reading and math achievement for student subgroups, and to determine if any observed achievement gaps are closing, widening, or remaining flat. A-F grades do not calculate nor report information about achievement gaps, leaving educators and the public unaware of achievement patterns in schools.

---

1 With proficiency scores, it is important for the State to establish high and stable thresholds and to make clear the criteria, methods, and rationale used to set, and when necessary change, cut-scores.
DEEPER LEARNING

SAMPLE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Deeper learning refers to the expectation that schools develop in students cognitive and non-cognitive competencies needed for effective participation in the workforce and active citizenship. Initially, proficiency rates, changes in proficiency rates over time, and achievement gaps serve as indicators of deeper learning.

COMPOSITION OF SCHOOL

Asian: 3%  Black: 29%  Hispanic: 63%  White: 1%
American Indian: 3%  Multiple Races: 1%
English Language Learners: ..........................10%
Students with Special Needs: .........................24%
Free and Reduced Lunch: ............................23%
School Size: .............................................900
Attendance
Student Attendance: .....................................92%
Teacher Attendance: ....................................97%
Staff Experience
% of Teachers with 3 or More Years of Experience: 75%
Years of Principal Experience at This School: .........8.9

STUDENT PERFORMANCE

Bar graphs indicate the distribution of student achievement by proficiency status: advanced, proficient, limited knowledge, and unsatisfactory. The AMO target represents the goal of reducing by 50 percent the number of students scoring below proficiency by 2020.

CHANGES OVER TIME

Pie graphs indicate the change in reading and math proficiency status for a cohort of students from 3rd grade in 2013 to 5th grade in 2015.

ACHIEVEMENT GAPS

Line graphs report changes in reading and math achievement gaps for student subgroups with 30 or more students.

Figure 9. An example of an accountability page for an elementary/middle school.

A Report by the Oklahoma Center for Education Policy and the Center for Educational Research and Evaluation
Accountability indicators for high schools align with college and career ready expectations and are consistent with Oklahoma’s criteria for identifying schools making progress toward AMOs. The set of accountability indicators includes the percentage of students graduating high school with knowledge and skills compatible for an effective transition to college and career training. Information is reported longitudinally and by student subgroups to assess both academic excellence and equity. The combined set of indicators can be used by educators, policymakers, and the public to evaluate school progress toward the goal of graduating all students college and career ready.

Figure 10 is an example accountability profile for high schools. A line graph is used to display graduation rates for the last four years. The average graduation rate is based on the four-year adjusted cohort formula; it is reported for all students and student subgroups with thirty or more students. With A-F grades, graduation rate only counts for a few bonus points, and no information is provided on graduation rates for student subgroups or changes in rates over time. EQuIP does both.

Graduation rates and ACT scores are useful indicators but they leave open the question of access to and enrollment in post-secondary education. EQuIP reports post-secondary as the percentage of students enrolling in college (by four-year and two-year), career training, or the military. In accounting for post-secondary access, we hope to build better knowledge about the transition from high school to college and careers, as well as to encourage more purposeful efforts to bridge the gap between common education and higher education.

EQuIP also provides an early warning signal to high schools by accounting for student progress toward graduating college and career ready. On-track to graduate reports the percentage of students earning the required number of credits in 9th and 10th grade, and the percentage of students meeting benchmark standards on the 10th grade ACT Aspire subject tests.

High school graduation is an essential outcome, but graduation should not be the basis of inferences about student “readiness” for college and careers. EQuIP uses ACT scores as a “readiness” indicator. For each subject test, a bar graph shows the percentage of students scoring at or above benchmark scores, within 2 points of the benchmark, or 3 or more points below the benchmark. Benchmark scores have been empirically established by ACT as the minimum score to indicate student “preparedness” for success in credit bearing first year courses in two-year or four-year colleges and career/technical school (ACT, 2015). In addition to benchmark scores, EQuIP graphs composite scores over four years by student subgroups with thirty or more students. Contrast this with A-F grades, which do not include a “readiness” indicator in their calculation, nor information about student preparedness for the rigor of college and career training.
College and career readiness refers to the readiness of high school graduates to enter a career, extended training, or specialized education without remediation. Initially, school graduation rates, post-graduation options, ACT performance, and “on-track to graduate” measures serve as indicators of the college and career readiness.

**Figure 10. An example of an accountability page for high schools.**

A Report by the Oklahoma Center for Education Policy and the Center for Educational Research and Evaluation
EQuIP reports improvement indicators separate from accountability. Improvement indicators are designed to inform improvement decisions by capturing elements of deeper learning not measured with State curricular tests, as well as to provide information that can account for plausible reasons for observed outcomes. Proposed indicators would ideally come from self-report measures completed by students, authentic and problem-based district or school assessments, and/or observational data that are part of administrative records. Much of this information gathering can occur with minimal disruption, relying on administrative data when possible and otherwise integrating with existing data collection efforts.

Figure 11 is an example page of formative, high school indicators for deeper learning and college and career readiness. Deeper learning process indicators focus on the degree to which students have opportunities to apply basic knowledge and skills to real-world situations. Deeper learning processes can be demonstrated in different ways. One way is to follow the lead of the Organization for Economic and Cooperative Development (OECD) through its PISA program. OECD uses a student survey to find out how often students engage in tasks requiring knowledge and skill application. So for example, students are asked how often they work word problems in math. Or, how often they work on real-world problems in schools. A second way is to account for enrichment and learning opportunities available to students through advanced placement courses, career and technical training, fine arts programs, STEM, Speech and Debate, clubs, college trips, etc. A third way would be to use authentic and performance-based assessments used by districts and schools.

Intrapersonal indicators report on social-emotional characteristics related to cognitive competencies and successful school and workplace performance. EQuIP relies on a self-report student measure of self-regulated learning and the percent of students chronically absent. Self-regulated learning captures a trait that consistently shows up as predictive of educational outcomes and future life success (National Research Concil, 2012; Kautz, Heckman, Diris, Weel, & Borghans, 2014). Chronic absences is easily calculated from administrative records and reports on a behavioral pattern that is detrimental to student learning and development (Balfanz & Byrnes, 2012).

Interpersonal indicators reflect competencies of collaborative problem solving, communication, and teamwork. These skills can be measured through deeper learning processes, authentic district assessments, or a direct measure of students’ interpersonal skills (Stecher & Hamilton, 2014). Wang, MacCann, Zhuang, Lie, and Roberts (2010) developed a teacher rating scale of student teamwork that provides valid information about students’ interpersonal competencies.
Formative indicators inform improvement decisions by capturing elements of deeper learning not measured with State curricular tests. Initially, formative indicators include deeper learning processes, intrapersonal dispositions, and interpersonal characteristics.

**DEEPER LEARNING FORMATIVE INDICATORS**

**SAMPLE HIGH SCHOOL NAME**

The degree to which students have opportunities to apply basic knowledge and skills to real-world situations. Indicators include students’ self-report of instructional tasks and objective indicators on the access to deeper learning opportunities.

**DEEPER LEARNING PROCESSES**

- **55%** Of students believe they regularly work on real-world problems in school.
- **45%** Of students believe they regularly work in teams to find solutions to problems.
- **45%** Of students believe they have regular opportunities to present their work to peers and adults.

**INTRAPERSONAL**

- **58%** Of students believe they do their classwork because they want to learn new things.
- **45%** Of students believe that they keep trying even after they fail.
- **58%** Of students believe they get school work done even when they don’t feel like doing it.

**INTERPERSONAL**

- **58%** Of teachers believe students listen and respect other students ideas.
- **45%** Of teachers believe students work well with each other.
- **58%** Of students believe students can work through their differences.

**SELF-REGULATED LEARNING**

- **Strong Capacity**
- **Moderate Capacity**
- **Low Capacity**

**STUDENTS ENROLLED IN 1 AP/IB COURSE** 60%

**STUDENTS ENROLLED IN CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT** 25%

**STUDENTS ENROLLED IN CAREER/TECHNICAL TRAINING** 15%

**INSTRUCTIONAL CAPACITY**

**LEARNING CAPACITY**

**COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS**

**ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY**

**HOME & COMMUNITY CAPACITY**

Figure 11. An example of a capacity page for EQuIP.
IMPROVEMENT INDICATORS: PROCESS AND RESOURCE CAPACITY

Following the lead of improvement science in healthcare and education, the objective for using process and resource indicators is to report on a small number of high-leverage conditions that guide purposeful action toward future goals (Bryk et al., 2015). We expect resource and process indicators used in EQuIP to change as conditions and needs in schools evolve, but for now, we see potential value in the indicators described below. These indicators align with deeper learning and college and career readiness; they respond to pressing problems of low teacher morale and increased student boredom, alienation, and disengagement (Fullan, 2015); and they call attention to persistent disparities between economic advantage and disadvantaged communities (Putnam, 2015).

IMPROVEMENT INDICATORS: INSTRUCTIONAL CAPACITY

Instructional capacity exists in resources and social processes that enable teachers both individually and collectively to reflect on and learn from their instructional practices. Useful indicators capture the degree to which a school is organized to help teachers continue to learn and grow as professionals. Such conditions include teacher perceptions of professional learning opportunities, faculty trust, and the coherence of the instructional program.

Professional learning indicators report the degree to which teachers experience the school environment as supporting them as professionals and enriching their development as expert practitioners. We propose the professional development opportunities scale (Rowan & Miller, 2009) as an effective measure to capture the quality of formal and informal learning opportunities available to teachers.

Faculty trust indicators account for the quality of relationships among a teaching faculty and between teachers and school leaders. Trust is the glue that unites school members toward a shared vision and the lubricant that facilitates collective problem solving. The Omnibus Trust Scale (Forsyth, Adams, & Hoy, 2011) measures the strength of relational connections among teachers and between teachers and the principal.

Coherent instructional program indicators reflect a school that is organized around a shared and coherent instructional approach, has a vertically and horizontally aligned curriculum, and takes action to make teaching and learning measurably better. We propose the instructional program coherence scale from The University of Chicago Consortium of Chicago School Research.
INSTRUCTIONAL CAPACITY

SCHOOL NAME GOES HERE

Instructional capacity refers to the aggregate ability and readiness of the school’s teaching corps to design and deliver appropriate, challenging, and goal-related instruction to all students. Indicators for this capacity include measures of teacher professional learning, quality of professional relationships, and the coherence of the instructional program.

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING

The degree to which teachers experience the school environment as supporting them as professionals and enriching their development as expert practitioners.

- Of teachers believe learning opportunities provided useful knowledge. 58%
- Of teachers believe their learning opportunities made them pay closer attention to their instruction. 45%
- Of teachers believe their learning opportunities provided useful feedback on their teaching. 58%
- Of teachers believe their learning opportunities led them to try new things in the classroom. 55%

FACULTY TRUST

The quality of relationships among a teaching faculty and between teachers and school leaders.

- Of teachers believe that teachers in this school typically look out for each other. 58%
- Of teachers believe that teachers in this school trust the principal. 45%
- Of teachers believe that teachers in this school are open with each other. 58%
- Of teachers believe that teachers in this school have faith in the integrity of the principal. 55%

COHERENT INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

A school that is organized around a shared and coherent instructional approach has a vertically and horizontally aligned curriculum and takes continual action to make teaching and learning measurably better.

- Of teachers believe that curriculum, instruction, and learning materials are well coordinated across the different grade levels at this school. 45%
- Of teachers believe that there is consistency in curriculum, instruction, and learning materials among teachers in the same grade level at this school. 58%
- Of teachers believe that once the school starts a new program, we follow up to make sure that it is working. 55%
Learning capacity exists in an instructional environment defined by high levels of student trust, motivation, and engagement. These conditions activate student interest, curiosity, and determination to persist in academic pursuits (Adams, Forsyth, Dollarhide, Miskell, & Ware, 2015). High levels of learning capacity do not guarantee positive educational outcomes, but it is hard to imagine deeper learning flourishing without conditions of trust, motivation, and engagement.

Trust indicators account for the quality of relationships among and between students and teachers. Trusting relationships reflect a learning climate that brings out the best attitudes and behaviors in students, enabling them to persist toward the challenging expectations of deeper learning (Adams, 2014). Student trust should be measured with a de-identified survey, and results should be aggregated to the school level. We propose items from the student trust in teachers and student trust in students surveys for students in grades 5th through 12th grades (Forsyth, Adams, & Hoy, 2011).

Motivation indicators account for classroom contexts that students experience as supporting their psychological needs of autonomy and competence. Student perceived autonomy-support and competence-support have been demonstrated in experimental and correlational studies to be related to persistence in school, higher interest in academic tasks, creativity and expression, and higher achievement (Adams, Forsyth, Dollarhide, Miskell, & Ware, 2015; Niemic & Ryan, 2009; Kusurkar, Cate, Vos, Westers, & Croiset, 2012). Need-support is best measured with a de-identified student survey with results aggregated to the school level. We propose items from the Autonomy-Enhancement Scale (Assor, Kaplan, & Roth, 2002) and the Academic Press scale from the University of Chicago Consortium on Chicago School Research.

Engagement indicators reflect a school environment where students are engaged in deep learning, are excited about school, and have positive attitudes toward their future. Many engagement surveys and items exist and can be used. We propose the engagement items from the Quaglia National Student Voice Survey.
Learning capacity refers to the quality of the learning environment and its ability to activate student interest, curiosity, and determination to persist. Indicators of this capacity include aggregate measures of student motivation, student-teacher trust, and engagement.

**MOTIVATION**
The degree to which students experience instructional practices as supporting their autonomous motivation for learning and achieving high academic standards.

- **58%** Of students believe teachers show students how to solve problems themselves.
- **45%** Of students believe teachers talk about the connection between what is studied in school and what happens in real life.
- **58%** Of students believe teachers in this school expect students to work hard.
- **55%** Of students believe teachers in this school challenge students to achieve academic goals.

**TRUST**
The quality of the relational connection between students and teachers as well as among students.

- **58%** Of students believe teachers really listen to students.
- **45%** Of students believe they can depend on teachers for help.
- **58%** Of students believe students are honest.
- **55%** Of students believe students help each other.

**ENGAGEMENT**
The extent to which students are emotionally involved in their schoolwork and feel that it activates their curiosity, creativity, and excitement.

- **58%** Of students believe teachers make school an exciting place to learn.
- **45%** Of students feel proud of being part of the school.
- **58%** Of students enjoy learning new things.
- **55%** Of students feel engaged in their learning.
Organizational capacity calls attention to the essential function of human resources in schools. Quality schools invest in and retain highly effective educators, enabling them to deliver valuable learning opportunities to the children and families they serve. A highly effective and stable teaching corps, along with stable leadership, is especially critical for communities of economic disadvantage.

**Human resource indicators** account for the stability of a high quality teaching corps and stable principal leadership. Teacher core stability is measured by the percentage of teachers returning to the school (tracked over five years), the percentage of teachers who remain in a school for a five-year period, the distribution of teachers by experience, and a Teacher Substitution Ratio (total days covered by subs / (total school FTE x total days)). Leadership stability is the years of principal experience at the current school, years of assistant principals in the school, and number of principals in a ten-year period. Information is also reported on number of instructional coaches, student-teacher ratio, counselor-to-student ratio, SPED student to SPED teacher ratio, average class size, and largest and smallest class size.
**Organizational Capacity**

Organizational Capacity refers to school resources that are foundational to the development and maintenance of high quality teaching and learning. Indicators of this capacity include measures of teacher and leader corps stability, teacher substitution rate, class size, and student-teacher ratio.

**Teacher Corps Stability**
The percentage of teachers who remain in a school over a five year period, the distribution of teachers by experience, and a Teacher Substitution Ratio (total teacher days covered by subs / (total school FTE x total days)).

**Leadership Stability**
The years of principal experience at the current school, the number of principals at the school over a ten year period, and the average years of assistant principals’ experience at the current school.

**Support Staff**
Information on number of instructional coaches, counselor-to-student ratios, and ratio of SPED students and SPED teachers.

**Class Sizes**
Average class size, largest class size, smallest class size, and student-teacher ratio.

---

**Graphs and Figures**

- **Teacher Turnover Rate**: A line graph showing the percentage of teachers remaining in the school from 2012 to 2015.
- **Teacher Distribution by Experience**: A pie chart showing the distribution of teaching experience levels.
- **Substitution Rate**: A pie chart showing the rates of teacher substitution.
- **Average Class Size**: 22 students
- **Largest Class Size**: 44 students
- **Smallest Class Size**: 8 students
- **Student-Teacher Ratio**: 1/20
IMPROVEMENT INDICATORS:
HOME AND COMMUNITY CAPACITY

Home and community capacity addresses the relational connections between schools and families as well as family resources available to children. Indicators report on the quality of parent-school interactions based on parent trust and parent perceived school outreach. Household resources for children are indicated by food insecurity and the number of parents in the home.

**Parent Trust in School** measures the quality of relationships between teachers and parents. Questions ask parents about teacher academic standards for all students, teacher concern for students, teacher communication with parents, teacher competence, teacher honesty, and teacher reliability in actions and commitments. Higher parent trust suggests that parents perceive teachers as being open, honest, reliable, competent, and benevolent.

**School Outreach** measures the pattern of communication and interactions between parents and school authorities. Questions ask parents about how well the school communicates information, about parent opportunities to provide feedback to school authorities, and about parent feelings of belonging in the school community. Higher perceived school outreach suggests that parents perceive school-parent communication and interactions as open and supportive.

**Food Insecurity** measures the percent of children in the school from households with an inadequate food supply as a result of insufficient funds or resources. Questions from the CPS Food Security Survey ask parents if anyone in their household skipped meals, cut the size of meals, ran out of food, or lost weight because there wasn’t enough money for food within the last year (Coleman-Jensen, Gregory, & Singh, 2014). Affirmative responses to three or more questions indicate households where students experienced food insecurity.

**Number of Parents in the Home** measures the percent of children in the school who do not live with both parents in the home. Growing up in a single-parent family is linked to a range of negative outcomes in school and later in life (Sigle-Rushton & McLanahan, 2004). Higher percentages of children living with both parents tend to suggest increased supervision for children and increased access to material, human, and social capital.
HOME AND COMMUNITY CAPACITY

SCHOOL NAME GOES HERE

Home and community capacity refers to the relational connections between schools and families, as well as the family resources available to children. Indicators report on the quality of parent-school interactions based on parent trust and parent perceived school outreach. Household resources for children are indicated by food insecurity and the number of parents in the home.

PARENT TRUST

The degree to which parents perceive teachers and the school as being open, honest, reliable, competent, and benevolent. Questions ask parents about teacher academic standards for all students, teacher concern for students, teacher communication with parents, teacher competence, teacher honesty, and teacher reliability in their actions and commitments.

- Of parents believe the school has high standards for all students. 58%
- Of parents believe the school is always ready to help. 45%
- Of parents believe students are well cared for. 58%
- Of parents believe the school does a terrific job. 55%

SCHOOL OUTREACH

The degree to which parents perceive school-parent communication and interactions as open and supportive. Questions ask parents about how well the school communicates information, about parent opportunities to provide feedback to school authorities, and about parent feelings of belonging in the school community.

- Of parents believe teachers communicate regularly with parents. 58%
- Of parents believe the school works closely with parents to meet student needs. 45%
- Of parents believe the school regularly communicates with parents about how they can help their children. 58%
- Of parents believe that parents are encouraged to give feedback to the school. 55%

FOOD INSECURITY

The percent of children in the school from households with an inadequate food supply as a result of insufficient funds or resources. Questions from the CPS Food Security Survey ask parents if anyone in their household skipped meals, cut the size of meals, ran out of food, or lost weight because there wasn’t enough money for food within the last year.

- The percent of children in the school who do not live with both parents in the home. 48%

NUMBER OF PARENTS IN THE HOME

The percent of children in the school who do not live with both parents in the home.

- 58%
EQuIP ONLINE

EQuIP comes with electronic accessibility through an online platform that is compatible with personal computers and mobile devices. The online site guides the user in accessing profile pages, graphs, and descriptions of the concepts captured in the reports. When fully activated, the online feature enables the user to drill down to additional information on school outcomes, processes, and resources.

Figure 12 is a screen shot of a sample "landing page" and "profile page." Users looking for information about deeper learning, college and career readiness, or different capacities simply click on the components of EQuIP they desire to see. Information graphs then display descriptive data and information in a way that is clear and easy to understand.
Figure 12. Electronic landing site for EQuIP.
The previous three parts outlined deficiencies in Oklahoma’s A-F grading system and proposed a design for a next generation accountability that addresses these deficiencies and establishes alignment with the State’s explicit goal of achieving college and career readiness for all graduates. In this part, we translate next generation accountability into a set of recommendations for enacting this framework. These recommendations have three distinct targets: 1) accountability policy, 2) alignment of standards, assessments, and accountability, and 3) school, district, and state capacity-building in support of the accountability framework.
ACCOUNTABILITY POLICY

An accountability policy that grades schools based on aggregate test scores of low-level knowledge and skills is certain to leave Oklahoma students behind. We envision effective accountability policy as establishing high expectations for schools and students and supporting meaningful and worthwhile investments in resources and processes that can move the entire educational system toward a desired future state (Darling-Hammond et al., 2014). Oklahoma has set a vision of deeper learning and college and career readiness for all students; now it needs to invest in an accountability system that supports innovation, transformation, and ongoing improvement.

“The political climate—including both bills to revise ESEA and (as far as I can tell) the presidential election—indicate that more authority over data systems will shift to the states. By moving this way now, Oklahoma could become a leader in the new round of state educational improvement policies.”

-William A. Firestone, Rutgers University

The design of next-generation accountability requires revisions to state statute prescribing the calculation of A-F grades. As demonstrated earlier, the current law prescribes a system for grading schools that fails to deliver useful information about school progress toward the goals of deeper learning and college and career readiness. Moreover, the system does not support the intelligent investment in strategies that can build school capacity by targeting sources of underperformance. Going forward, it seems reasonable that state law set clear and high expectations for an accountability system aligned with deeper learning and college and career readiness, while providing the State Department of Education with the managerial flexibility to design a system that fulfills these expectations.
We propose the following recommendations and rationale for accountability policy.

1. Eliminate the A-F grading system.
   - Grades do not align with deeper learning and college and career readiness.
   - Grades cannot be used to make valid and reliable judgments of school quality.
   - Grades do not reflect the performance of many students in the school.
   - Grades do not provide useful information for improvement.
   - Grades do not identify schools in catastrophic failure.
   - Grades do not meet the intent of federal expectations for achievement equity and improvement.
   - Grades have not led to any meaningful improvements in student achievement.

2. Do not use a single, summative index to report accountability information. Outcome evidence should be reported in ways that clearly portray student progress toward deeper learning and college and career ready standards, changes in student performance over time, and achievement gaps.
   - High and equitable outcomes should be the goal of every school.
   - Variation in student outcomes needs to be studied and understood so targeted action can address performance gaps.
   - Trend data provide a more accurate account of student and school performance compared with the instability of time point estimates.
   - Evidence on achievement equity and performance trends allow for more reliable identification of schools in need of State intervention.

3. Capacity for quality improvement should be part of a school profile.
   - Knowledge formation includes understanding what, how, and why improvement is or is not happening.
   - The State can better identify schools in need of State intervention by understanding capacity differences among schools.

4. Accountability policy should adhere to the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing, which note, “Those who mandate the use of tests in policy, evaluation, and accountability contexts and those who use tests in such contexts should monitor their impact and should identify and minimize negative consequences” (Standard 13.8, AERA, APA, NCME, 2014).
   - The policy should be written in the least restrictive and prescriptive terms possible to allow for corrective action and improvement.
ALIGNMENT OF STANDARDS, ASSESSMENTS, AND ACCOUNTABILITY

We establish in this report clear working definitions of deeper learning and college and career readiness, positioning them as critical educational outcomes of Oklahoma’s next generation accountability system. As an essential first step, care must be taken to ensure that curricular, assessment, and evaluation systems all align with and/or serve these larger operational definitions of what it means to be a healthy, productive citizen of the State of Oklahoma. Toward this end, the following recommendations in the areas of curricular standards, assessment and evaluation are advanced:

1. **The development of a new, coordinated system of multiple assessments, both formative and summative, to measure student learning using the operational definitions we have constructed for deeper learning and college and career readiness. Such a system should be defined by the following major features (Darling-Hammond et al., 2014):**
   - Assessment of higher order cognitive skills.
   - High fidelity assessment of critical skills.
   - Benchmarked to international standards.
   - Instructionally sensitive and educationally valuable.
   - Valid, reliable, and fair.

2. **In addition to measures of student learning, indicators of dispositional and behavioral constructs associated with deeper learning and college and career readiness should be included.**

3. **The system should emphasize frequent use of formative assessments, particularly those embedded in instruction.**

4. **Consideration should be given to grade-span testing of achievement outcomes. It may not be necessary or even desirable to test every student in every subject every year.**

5. **Assessment results should be reported by student subgroups to highlight performance gaps.**

6. **The accountability assessment indicators should not be combined to form a summative indicator of school performance. Assessments are selected because they provide useful and actionable information for schools regarding student progress. If the primary purpose of an accountability system is to improve the educational experiences for students, that is best accomplished when separate indicators retain their meaning and value.**
PART FOUR: DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING NEXT GENERATION ACCOUNTABILITY

SCHOOL, DISTRICT, AND STATE CAPACITY BUILDING

Success in using next generation accountability to elevate educational quality and improvement depends on the degree to which school professionals and stakeholders can unlearn some past ways of doing things. It also requires a support infrastructure exceeding that historically in place; professional learning opportunities for all school professionals are important, but also necessary is the provision of time and space for sense-making about the intent of the new policy, how it differs from past policy, and the significance these differences hold for changes to practice (Spillane, 2004).

There are considerable constraints on the degree to which school professionals are able to take advantage of opportunities for learning in support of school improvement. A next generation framework, it is argued, identifies five essential system-wide components of a support infrastructure for building capacity across the educational system:

A system-wide culture grounded in “learning to improve.” Change under next-generation accountability is dynamic and context-specific. The new support system needs to communicate its importance for enhancing local and state-wide educational improvement. For genuine change to take root, it is essential that the purposes, processes, and goals of improvement be shared within and across sites. Science of improvement methodology and the idea of Networked Improvement Communities (NICs) proposed by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching and Learning (Bryk et al., 2015) are two research-based frameworks that seem to have particular utility for accomplishing this.

The Carnegie Foundation advocates a process model for improvement that is adaptable to any improvement context, yet adopts a highly disciplined approach to studying school problems and testing solutions. The model urges schools to implement slowly and learn fast, recognizing that initiatives often fail because organizations jump too quickly to large-scale implementation. The Plan, Do, Study, Act (PDSA) cycle of inquiry is a cornerstone of this process, as is the idea of Networked Improvement Communities (NICs). The idea of NICs reflects a recognition of social networks as a valuable resource for change which facilitates the sharing of knowledge across improvement contexts. By connecting like schools or districts, NICs institutionalize channels through which information on learning can be shared.

Development of strong pedagogical data literacy skills. In this framework, data are meant to enhance decision making, not be a substitute for it. Pedagogical data literacy (Mandinach, 2012) refers to the technical ability related to one or more of the following areas: numeracy and statistical knowledge/ability, facile use of data analysis software, and what might be considered general inquiry skills, such as the ability to formulate and test appropriate questions and to develop solutions based on findings (Kerr et al., 2006; Marsh et al., 2006). Research demonstrates that the demands we place on school professionals to select and use appropriate data for decision making has far outstripped our attention to the need for better training on how to go about this process (Datnow & Park, 2014; Mandinach, 2012). The next generation accountability system maintains the current focus on data-driven decision making, but also asks school professionals to become expert on the use of data to both explain outcomes and decide on appropriate interventions.

This recommendation has strong implications for teacher and leader preparation programs. Preservice teachers and aspiring leaders need the knowledge and skill-set to develop meaningful classroom assessments, to interpret assessment results, and to make meaning from student performance information and other improvement/data.
Prioritization of resources for sustaining on-going improvement.
System-wide availability of resources such as time, access to various forms of expertise, and collaborative opportunities are critical. Meaningful learning occurs in collaboration with others (Bandura, 1978), and having easy access to colleagues, instructional coaches, and other leaders, as well as outside experts will ensure that school adults will be able to see a wide-range of possibilities in addressing issues of teaching, leading, and learning. Allocating time and improving access to expertise and collaborative opportunities may require some increased or reallocation of school funding. The intentional allocation of these key resources sends a signal about the importance of such endeavors and creates conditions by which critical learning can be achieved by schools and school personnel.

A coherent structure of State-level support for learning to improve. Learning to improve has to be part of a larger, coherent framework of State-led support. The alignment of a strong culture around learning to improve, as well as the allocation of key resources to support change, all need to be present, focused, and aligned with next-generation accountability. This support structure could build on existing support resources such as the Office of School Support in the Oklahoma State Department of Education, but it would require significant expansion to accommodate learning needs across the State. The current resources provided to the Office of School Support are insufficient.

Educator labor market policy which supports the above elements. Little progress in the above elements will be made without addressing key Oklahoma educator labor market challenges, and this includes a re-examination of current policy tied to the supply of experienced educators in Oklahoma. A recent study of Oklahoma educator supply and demand highlights some disturbing current and future trends with respect to teacher supply and demand in Oklahoma. Currently, teacher salaries fall well below those of adjacent states but also as compared to their non-educator counterparts within the same Oklahoma labor market.

Further, the gap between the influx of newly trained teachers and those who are leaving the profession is widening quickly (Berg-Jacobson & Levin, 2015). It stands to reason that attempting to address key challenges like teacher corps stability within schools without addressing these larger labor market issues would be a futile one.

Furthermore, our proposed system of supports will require an influx of professional educators who have had considerable past experience working in schools. This may require an examination of teacher retirement incentive laws (i.e., “double-dipping” regulations) to determine if they preclude former teachers from participating in these new support positions. If so, then providing exemptions for highly qualified former educators to participate in these needed support positions will be necessary. These policy changes are not without precedent: states such as Michigan have responded to labor market shortages by relaxing these regulations.

PART FOUR CONCLUSION
Just as the over-reliance on extrinsic pressure, rewards, and/or punishments as a long-term approach to motivation is a flawed working assumption for improvement, so too is the assumption that schools, districts, and the working professionals that comprise them can make meaningful improvements with little-to-no support. Changing existing patterns of behavior is difficult work, even if one is highly motivated to do so. As Spillane (2004), professor at Northwestern University, once noted in his study of Michigan school districts undertaking standards-based reform, “…good intentions only go so far. When it comes to implementing new ideas about instruction, all the will in the world is not enough” (p. 168). Attention to both the design of a better framework for improvement as well as attention to the support it needs to thrive at the State and local level are critical for the ultimate success of this next-generation accountability framework.
In Part One, we report the results of two HLM growth models of Oklahoma student achievement. These models estimated the relationship of reading and math achievement growth over the academic years of 2011-2012 to 2013-2014 to important characteristics of students in grades 3-8. This brief section summarizes the technical nature of the analyses which were reported in aggregate in Part One.

We fit two-level HLM growth models (responses nested within students) separately to the Oklahoma achievement reading and math achievement data with respect to a set of student-level and response-level covariates. At the response level, whether or not the student experienced an online testing occasion was utilized. At the student level, the following covariates were used to predict achievement growth: Free-and-Reduced Lunch status of student, ELL status, race/ethnicity, gender, and A-F grade of the school in which the student resided. Only 1 percent of students in the final sample were missing the A-F letter grade recorded for the 2011-2012 school year for their school.

The final achievement models assumed an underlying linear pattern to the achievement data. Non-linear (i.e., quadratic patterns) were investigated as well, but the linear model had better overall fit compared to the non-linear model. The effective sample sizes for each analysis were 799,981 responses nested within 392,692 students for reading and 792,356 responses nested within 392,930 students for math. Median and modal number of responses per student was three for both reading and math. The final achievement growth model, in which Time was centered at Year 1, had the following structure:

Level 1 (Response Level):

\[ Y_{it} = \pi_{0i} + \pi_{1i} \times Time_{it} + \pi_{2i} \times (OnlineTest) + e_{it} \]

Level 2 (Student Level):

\[ \pi_{0i} = \beta_{00} + \sum_{q=1}^{Q} \beta_{0q} X_q + r_{0i} \]
\[ \pi_{1i} = \beta_{10} + \sum_{q=1}^{Q} \beta_{1q} X_q + r_{1i} \]
\[ \pi_{2i} = \beta_{20} \]

Where:

- \( Y_{it} \) represents the reading or math achievement score for student \( i \) at time \( t \).
- \( \pi_{0i} \) represents the intercept of the true change trajectory for student \( i \) in the 2011-2012 school year.
- \( \pi_{1i} \) represents the linear yearly rate of growth in achievement in reading or math for student \( i \).
- \( \pi_{2i} \) represents the response-level effect of taking the test online versus on paper on reading/math achievement.
- \( e_{it} \) is the within-student random effect (error term) assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of 0 and a constant variance across students.
- \( \beta_{00} \) represents the average reading or math score for a white, non-ELL, non-Free-or-Reduced Lunch student in an A school during the 2011-2012 school year (the first year of this study, i.e., their “initial status”).
Signals that q number of student-level covariates were entered into the achievement models predicting achievement initial status in the 2011-2012 school year. As mentioned before, these were: Free-and-reduced lunch status of student, ELL status, race/ethnicity, gender, and A-F grade of the school in which the student resided.

represents the between-student random effect (error term) with respect to student initial status.

represents the average rate of linear growth for white, non-ELL, non-Free-or-Reduced Lunch students in an A school.

represents the number of student-level covariates entered into the achievement models predicting linear growth rate in achievement during the three years under study. These were the same variables entered to predict student achievement initial status: Free-and-Reduced Lunch status of student, ELL status, race/ethnicity, gender, and A-F grade of the school in which the student resided.

represents the between-student variation in the rate of linear growth.

represents the aggregate, fixed effect of online test taking versus paper on reading/math achievement.
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Deeper learning refers to the expectation that schools develop in students cognitive and non-cognitive competencies needed for effective participation in the workforce and active citizenship. Initially, proficiency rates, changes in proficiency rates over time, and achievement gaps serve as indicators of deeper learning.

**Student Performance**
Bar graphs indicate the distribution of student achievement by proficiency status: advanced, proficient, limited knowledge, and unsatisfactory. The AMO target represents the goal of reducing by 50 percent the number of students scoring below proficiency by 2020.

**Changes over Time**
Pie graphs indicate the change in reading and math proficiency status for a cohort of students from 3rd grade in 2013 to 5th grade in 2015.

**Achievement Gaps**
Line graphs report changes in reading and math achievement gaps for student subgroups with 30 or more students.
Deeper learning refers to the expectation that schools develop in students cognitive and non-cognitive competencies needed for effective participation in the workforce and active citizenship. Initially, proficiency rates, changes in proficiency rates over time, and achievement gaps serve as indicators of deeper learning.

**SAMPLE MIDDLE SCHOOL**

Pie graphs indicate the change in reading and math proficiency status for a cohort of students from 6th grade in 2013 to 8th grade in 2015.

**CHANGES OVER TIME**

Pie graphs indicate the change in reading and math proficiency status for a cohort of students from 6th grade in 2013 to 8th grade in 2015.

**ACHIEVEMENT GAPS**

Line graphs report changes in reading and math achievement gaps for student subgroups with 30 or more students.
College and career readiness refers to the readiness of high school graduates to enter a career, extended training, or specialized education without remediation. Initially, school graduation rates, post-graduation options, ACT performance, and “on-track to graduate” measures serve as indicators of the college and career readiness.

### Graduation Rates 

The line graph tracks graduation rate by student subgroup over 4 years. The pie graph indicates post-secondary options for the class of 2015.

### ACT Performance

This bar graph indicates the percentage of students achieving the benchmark score for each subject test. The line graph tracks changes in composite scores by student subgroup.

### On Track to Graduate

The descriptive data report the percentage of 9th and 10th grade students on track for graduation. The bar graph reports the percentage of 10th grade students meeting the benchmark scores for ACT Aspire subject tests.
Learning capacity refers to the quality of the learning environment and its ability to activate student interest, curiosity, and determination to persist. Indicators of this capacity include aggregate measures of student motivation, student-teacher trust, and engagement.

**MOTIVATION**
The degree to which students experience instructional practices as supporting their autonomous motivation for learning and achieving high academic standards.

- 58% Of students believe teachers show students how to solve problems themselves.
- 45% Of students believe teachers talk about the connection between what is studied in school and what happens in real life.
- 58% Of students believe teachers in this school expect students to work hard.
- 55% Of students believe teachers in this school challenge students to achieve academic goals.

**TRUST**
The quality of the relational connection between students and teachers as well as among students.

- 58% Of students believe teachers really listen to students.
- 45% Of students believe they can depend on teachers for help.
- 58% Of students believe students are honest.
- 55% Of students believe students help each other.

**ENGAGEMENT**
The extent to which students are emotionally involved in their schoolwork and feel that it activates their curiosity, creativity, and excitement.

- 58% Of students believe teachers make school an exciting place to learn.
- 45% Of students feel proud of being part of the school.
- 58% Of students enjoy learning new things.
- 55% Of students feel engaged in their learning.
Instructional capacity refers to the aggregate ability and readiness of the school's teaching corps to design and deliver appropriate, challenging, and goal-related instruction to all students. Indicators for this capacity include measures of teacher professional learning, quality of professional relationships, and the coherence of the instructional program.

**Professional Learning**

The degree to which teachers experience the school environment as supporting them as professionals and enriching their development as expert practitioners.

- Of teachers believe learning opportunities provided useful knowledge.
- Of teachers believe their learning opportunities made them pay closer attention to their instruction.
- Of teachers believe their learning opportunities provided useful feedback on their teaching.
- Of teachers believe their learning opportunities led them to try new things in the classroom.

**Faculty Trust**

The quality of relationships among a teaching faculty and between teachers and school leaders.

- Of teachers believe that teachers in this school typically look out for each other.
- Of teachers believe that teachers in this school trust the principal.
- Of teachers believe that teachers in this school are open with each other.
- Of teachers believe that teachers in this school have faith in the integrity of the principal.

**Coherent Instructional Program**

A school that is organized around a shared and coherent instructional approach has a vertically and horizontally aligned curriculum and takes continual action to make teaching and learning measurably better.

- Of teachers believe that curriculum, instruction, and learning materials are well coordinated across the different grade levels at this school.
- Of teachers believe that there is consistency in curriculum, instruction, and learning materials among teachers in the same grade level at this school.
- Of teachers believe that once the school starts a new program, we follow up to make sure that it is working.
Home and community capacity refers to the relational connections between schools and families, as well as the family resources available to children. Indicators report on the quality of parent-school interactions based on parent trust and parent perceived school outreach. Household resources for children are indicated by food insecurity and the number of parents in the home.

**PARENT TRUST**

The degree to which parents perceive teachers and the school as being open, honest, reliable, competent, and benevolent. Questions ask parents about teacher academic standards for all students, teacher concern for students, teacher communication with parents, teacher competence, teacher honesty, and teacher reliability in their actions and commitments.

- Of parents believe the school has high standards for all students. 58%
- Of parents believe the school is always ready to help. 45%
- Of parents believe students are well cared for. 58%
- Of parents believe the school does a terrific job. 55%

**SCHOOL OUTREACH**

The degree to which parents perceive school-parent communication and interactions as open and supportive. Questions ask parents about how well the school communicates information, about parent opportunities to provide feedback to school authorities, and about parent feelings of belonging in the school community.

- Of parents believe teachers communicate regularly with parents. 58%
- Of parents believe the school works closely with parents to meet student needs. 45%
- Of parents believe the school regularly communicates with parents about how they can help their children. 58%
- Of parents believe that parents are encouraged to give feedback to the school. 55%

**FOOD INSECURITY**

The percent of children in the school from households with an inadequate food supply as a result of insufficient funds or resources. Questions from the CPS Food Security Survey ask parents if anyone in their household skipped meals, cut the size of meals, ran out of food, or lost weight because there wasn’t enough money for food within the last year.

- 48%

**NUMBER OF PARENTS IN THE HOME**

The percent of children in the school who do not live with both parents in the home.

- 58%
Organizational Capacity refers to school resources that are foundational to the development and maintenance of high quality teaching and learning. Indicators of this capacity include measures of teacher and leader corps stability, teacher substitution rate, class size, and student-teacher ratio.

Teacher Corps Stability
The percentage of teachers who remain in a school over a five year period, the distribution of teachers by experience, and a Teacher Substitution Ratio (total teacher days covered by subs / (total school FTE x total days)).

Leadership Stability
The years of principal experience at the current school, the number of principals at the school over a ten year period, and the average years of assistant principals’ experience at the current school.

Class Sizes
Average class size, largest class size, smallest class size, and student-teacher ratio.

Support Staff
Information on number of instructional coaches, counselor-to-student ratios, and ratio of SPED students and SPED teachers.
DEEPER LEARNING FORMATIVE INDICATORS

SAMPLE HIGH SCHOOL NAME

Formative indicators inform improvement decisions by capturing elements of deeper learning not measured with State curricular tests. Initially, formative indicators include deeper learning processes, intrapersonal dispositions, and interpersonal characteristics.

DEEPER LEARNING PROCESSES

The degree to which students have opportunities to apply basic knowledge and skills to real-world situations. Indicators include students' self-report of instructional tasks and objective indicators on the access to deeper learning opportunities.

- Of students believe they regularly work on real-world problems in school. 55%
- Of students believe they regularly work in teams to find solutions to problems. 45%
- Of students believe they have regular opportunities to present their work to peers and adults. 45%

STUDENTS ENROLLED IN 1 AP/IB COURSE 60%
STUDENTS ENROLLED IN CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT 25%
STUDENTS ENROLLED IN CAREER/TECHNICAL TRAINING 15%

INTRAPERSONAL

The degree to which the regulation of learning processes and outcomes derives from the internal control of students. Indicators report self-regulated learning and the percentage of students chronically absent.

- Of students believe they do their classwork because they want to learn new things. 58%
- Of students believe that they keep trying even after they fail. 45%
- Of students believe that they get school work done even when they don’t feel like doing it. 58%

INTERPERSONAL

The degree to which students can work collaboratively and as an active contributor of a team.

- Of teachers believe students listen and respect other students ideas. 58%
- Of teachers believe students work well with each other. 45%
- Of students believe students can work through their differences. 58%
Formative indicators inform improvement decisions by capturing elements of deeper learning not measured with State curricular tests. Initially, indicators for deeper learning processes, intrapersonal dispositions, and interpersonal characteristics serve as formative indicators.

The degree to which students have opportunities to apply basic knowledge and skills to real-world situations. Indicators include students’ self-report of instructional tasks and objective indicators on the access to deeper learning opportunities.

**DEEPER LEARNING PROCESSES**

- **55%** Of students who believe they regularly work on real-world problems in schools.
- **45%** Of students who believe they regularly work in teams to find solutions to problems.
- **45%** Of students who believe they have regular opportunities to present their work to peers and adults.

- **60%** OF STUDENTS PARTICIPATING IN AT LEAST 1 ENRICHMENT PROGRAM OFFERED BY THE SCHOOL
- **25%** OF STUDENTS PARTICIPATING IN A STEM PROGRAM
- **15%** STUDENTS WHO DO SOME FORM OF CAPSTONE PROJECT

**INTRAPERSONAL**

- **58%** Of students believe they do their classwork because they want to learn new things.
- **45%** Of students believe that they keep trying even after the fail.
- **58%** Of students who believe that they get school work done even when they don’t feel like doing it.

- **40%** Students Chronically Absent

**INTERPERSONAL**

- **58%** Of teachers believe students listen and respect other students ideas.
- **45%** Of teachers believe students work well with each other.
- **58%** Of students believe students can work through their differences.